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Abstract. Dissolvediron andmanganese
andtotal dissolvableiron weremeasuredin watercolumnsamplescollectedfrom thepolynyaregionof the southern
RossSeaduringcruisesin
November-December
1994(spring1994)andDecember1995to January1996(summer1995).
Iron andmanganese
additionbottleincubationexperiments
werealsoperformedduringthese
cruisesin orderto assessthe nutritionalsufficiencyof ambientiron andmanganeseconcentrations
for growthof thephytoplankton
community.Generallyhighdissolvedironconcentrations
(> 0.5
nM) andrelativelycomplexironandmanganese
verticalprofileswereobtainedduringthespring
1994cruise,comparedwith thesummer1995data. Dissolvedironconcentrations
in theupper
watercolumnaveraged1.0 nM duringspring1994 and0.23 nM in summer1995, excludingtwo
stationswhereconcentrations
exceeding1 nM areattributedto inputsfrom meltingseaice. The
observeddifferencesin the distributionof iron andmanganese
betweenspring1994 andsummer
1995 are attributedto seasonaldecreases
in the upwellingof bottomwatersandmeltingof seaice,

whichsupplythesemetalsintotheupperwatercolumn,combinedwith thecumulative
removal
of iron andmanganese
from the watercolumnthroughout
thespringandsummer,dueto biological uptake,verticalexportandscavenging
by suspended
andsinkingparticles.Resultsof the
metaladditionbottleincubationexperiments
indicatethatambientdissolvediron concentrations
areadequate
for phytoplankton
growthrequirements
duringthespringandearlysummer,whenalgalproduction
is highestandPhaeocystis
antarcticadominates
thealgalcommunity,
whereaslow
dissolvediron concentrations
limit algal communitygrowthlaterin the summer,exceptin the
stratified,iron-enrichedwatersnearmeltingseaice, wherediatomsareableto bloom. Our observationsandthe inferredseasonaldistributionsof P. antarcticaanddiatomsin thesewaterssuggest
thatiron availabilityandverticalmixing(i.e., irradiance)exerttheprimarycontrolson phytoplanktongrowthandcommunitystructurein the southern
RossSeaduringthe springand
summer.

1. Introduction

The Ross Sea is one of the most productiveareas in the
SouthernOcean, althoughthe processes
which controlalgal

1998a, 1999]. Here the algal communityis dominatedby the
colonial prymnesiophytePhaeocystisantarctica during the
springand early summer,when algal productionrates reach a

maximum, whereas diatom species are abundant later in the
summer, when lower production rates have been measured
not well understood[Sullivanet al., 1993;Di_Tullioand Smith,
[Gowing et al., 1996; Leventer and Dunbar, 1996; Arrigo et
1996; Smith and Gordon, 1997;Arrigo et al., 1998a, b]. A
al., 1998a; Bates et al., 1998]. Large spatial and temporal
largecoastalpolynyais frequentlyestablished
in the southern gradients in phytoplankton growth rates, biomass, and
RossSeaduringthe spring,andby the late summer,mostof species composition have been observed in this region,
the continental
shelfregionis free of ice [Jacobsand Comiso,
despite an abundanceof major nutrients [Smith et al., 1996;
1989]. Elevated phytoplanktonbiomassis typically ob- DiTullio and Smith, 1996; Gowing et al., 1996; Smith and
servedin the southernRoss Sea during the spring,reachinga
Gordon, 19971, and diatom blooms are often associatedwith
maximum in December, then declining during January
retreating seasonal sea ice during the summer [Smith and
[Comisoet al., 1993;Smithand Gordon,1997;Arrigo et al.,
Nelson, 1985, 1990; Comiso et al., 1993; Arrigo et al.,
1998a, 1999]. Factors thoughtto be important in controlling
algal
production and community structure in these waters
Copyright
2000 bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
includevertical stabilityof the upperwater column[Smithand
Nelson, 1990; Arrigo et al., 1998a, 1999], seedingby sea ice
Papernumber2000JC000256.
014g-O227/OO/2000JCOO0256509.00
algae [Smith and Nelson, 1986; Leventer and Dunbar, 1996],

growth,biomass,and communitystructure
in the regionare
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grazing by zooplankton [DiTullio and Smith, 1996], light
limitation glueto sea ice cover and self shading [Smith et al.,
1996], and availability of micronutrientelementssuchas iron
[Martin et al., 1990a; Seclwickand DiTullio, 1997].
The availability of dissolvediron is thought to be a key
factor regulating phytoplankton production in high-nitrate
low-chlorophyll regions of the open ocean [Martin et al.,
1991; Coale et al., 1996a], including much of the Southern
Ocean, where dissolved iron concentrations < 0.2 nM have
been measured [Martin et al., 1990b, de Baar et al., 1995;
Sedwick et al., 1997; de Baar et al., 1999]. There is also some
evidence that iron deficiency may limit algal growth rates in

the high-nutrient high-chlorophyll waters of the Antarctic
continental margin. Low dissolved iron concentrationsof
~0.1 nM have been measured in surface waters of the southern

Ross Sea in summer 1990 [Fitzwater et al., 1996] and summer
1995-1996 [Sedwick et al., 1996], and the results of bottle

incubationexperimentsindicatethat iron deficiencymay limit
algal productionin this region during the summer [Martin et
al., 1990a, 1991; Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997]. Availability
of dissolved iron may thus play an important role in
regulating phytoplankton production in the southern Ross
Sea. Another micronutrientelement of interestin this regard
is manganese,which is known to occur at low concentrations

Sea during the summer [Martin et al., 1990a, 1991], it is
conceivable that massive spring blooms of Phaeocystis
antarctica [El-Sayed et al., 1983; Palmisano et al., 1986;
Arrigo et al., 1998a] couldresultin water columnmanganese
concentrationslow enoughto limit algal growth.
Here we presentresultsof watercolumniron and manganese
measurementsand iron and manganeseenrichment bottle
incubationexperimentsperformedin the southernRoss Sea
duringtwo cruises,the first in springand early summer1994
(spring 1994) and the second in midsummer 1995-1996
(summer 1995). Our trace metal data suggestthat there are
significantseasonalvariationsin the distributions
of iron and

manganese
in thesewaters. During the spring1994 cruise,
whenmuchof the regionwascoveredby seaice, we obtained
relativelycomplexwatercolumnprofiles,with generallyhigh
dissolved iron concentrations(> 0.5 nM) in the upper water

column. In contrast,during summer 1995, when ice-free
conditionswere widespread,we observedrelatively smooth

vertical profiles,with low dissolvediron concentrations
(<
0.5 nM) in the upper water column at most stations. We
proposethat theseapparentseasonaldifferencesin iron and
manganesedistributionsreflect decreasinginputs of these
metals into the upper water column during the springand
summer, combined with the effects of biological uptake,

vertical export,and particlescavenging.The water column

(< 0.1 nM) in surfacewaters of the southernRoss Sea [Sedwick
et al., 1995, 1996; Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997] and to be actively removed from seawater by algae of the genera

measurementsand resultsof the bottle incubationexperiments

indicate that algal communitygrowth is limited by iron
deficiencyin much of the southernRoss Sea during the
summer,exceptwhere localizediron sourcesexist, suchas
meltingseaice. Thus the availabilityof iron is arguablyas

Phaeocystis[Davidson and Marchant, 1987; Lubberset al.,
1990]. Although bottle incubation experiments have provided no evidence of algal manganesedeficiency in the Ross
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Figure 1. Studyarea,seafloorbathymetry,
andlocations
of stationssampledfor tracemetalsin NovemberDecember1994(spring1994,K1-K7, opencircles),December1995to January1996(summer1995,L1-L9,
solid circles),and January1990 (squares[Johnsonet al., 1997]). Map and bathymetryfrom the General
Bathymetric
Chartof theOceans
DigitalAtlas,published
by theBritishOceanographic
DataCentreon behalf
of the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic
Commission
andInternational
Hydrographic
Organization,
1994.
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importantas physical forcing in controllingalgal production seasonaldifferencein algal communitystructureis apparently
and communitystructurein this region during the spring and typicalof the southernRossSea [Arrigoet al., 1998a,1999].
summer.

2.1.

Cleaning

Procedures

2. Methods

The polycarbonatewater column samplers(see section2.2)
were initially cleanedby rinsing with deionizedwater (DIW, >
18 Mf• cm resistivity), extended soaking in a dilute aqueous
aboard RV Nathaniel B. Palmer in November-December
1994
solution
of Triton X-100 surfactant,then extendedsoakingin
(spring 1994) and December1995 to January1996 (summer
~1
M
subboiling
quartz-distilledhydrochloricacid (Q-HC1) in
1995). The primary focus of thesecruiseswas phytoplankton
production in the polynya region of the southernRoss Sea, a Class-100 clean-air laboratory,with DIW rinsing after each
particularlyalong latitude 76ø30'S. On theseexpeditionswe soaking step. After initial cleaning, the water samplerswere
used on the two cruises discussed here and on a cruise in the
measurediron and manganesein water column samplesand
conducted iron and manganese addition bottle incubation SubantarcticSouthernOcean in January1995 [Sedwicket al.,
experiments using the native plankton communities. 1997]. During these cruises the samplerswere stored wet in
Rigorous trace metal clean techniqueswere employed in an clean polyethylenebags. After the final deploymentof each
effort to avoid contamination of the water samples and cruise,the water samplerswere flushedwith DIW then storedin
clean polyethylenebags. The Nalgene low-densitypolyethyincubation treatments [Martin et al., 1976; Bruland et al.,
1979; Sedwicket al., 1997]. Water column samplesfor trace lene or Teflon FEP bottlesused for storageof water samples
were cleanedby 2 days soakingin -1 M Q-HC1, followed by 2
metal determinations were collected at seven stations (K1-K7)
days
conditioningover boiling -6 M HC1 fumes[Tschopelet
duringthe spring 1994 cruiseand nine stations(L1-L9) during
al.,
1980],
with DIW rinsing after each treatment. Bottle caps
the summer 1995 cruise, under a variety of sea ice and water
columnconditions(Figure 1 and Table 1). Sea ice was present were soakedfor 2 days in -1 M Q-HC1, followed by 2 days
at most of the stationssampledduring spring 1994, whereas soakingin ~6 M Q-HC1, with DIW rinsing after each treatThe work describedhere was performed during two cruises

most of the trace metal stationsoccupiedduring summer1995
were free of ice. A single bottle incubation experiment was
performedduring the spring 1994 cruise (at stationK1), and
three bottle incubationexperimentswere performedduring the
summer 1995 cruise (at stationsL3, L6, and L8). Preliminary

resultsof this work are presentedby Sedwicket al. [1995,

ment. The bottles were stored filled with -0.5 M Q-HC1 and
were rinsed with DIW followed by several volumes of sample
solution immediately before use. Other laboratory equipment

(polyethylene,polypropylene,polysulfone,Teflon FEP, and
Teflon PTFE) used in contact with water samplesor reagents
were cleanedby 2 dayssoakingin -1 M Q-HC1, followedby 2

1996] and Sedwick and DiTullio [1997]. An important contrast between these two cruises was in the observed phyto-

days soakingin ~6 M Q-HC1, with DIW rinsingafter each

planktoncommunities,which was alsoreflectedin the species
compositionsof the bottle incubationexperiments. During
spring 1994 the algal community was dominated by
Phaeocystisantarctica [Smith and Gordon, 1997], whereas
during the summer 1995 cruise, diatomssuch as Nitzschia
subcurvata were also abundant[Gowing et al., 1996]. This

experimentswere cleanedwith dilute aqueoussolutionsof

treatment.

Bottles and carboys used in the incubation

Triton X-100 or Micro detergent,rinsedwith DIW, soakedfor
~1 week in ~1 M Q-HC1 or Mallinkrodt AR Selecthydrochloric
acid, then rinsed with DIW.

All items were rinsed and dried

under a Class-100 clean-air bench or in a Class-100 clean-air

laboratoryand then storedin sealedclean polyethylenebags

Table 1. Trace Metal HydrocastStations,RossSea, Spring 1994 and Summer1995

Station*

Location

Sampling
Date

Sea Ice Conditions

Water Depth, m

K1?

76ø29'S,
179ø57'E

Nov.14,1994

8/10icecover

400-450

K2
K3
K4
K5
K6

76ø29'S, 168ø31'E
73ø53'S,172ø57'E
77ø12'S,172ø49'E
74ø59'S,173ø05'E
76ø29'S,177ø31'E

Nov. 17, 1994
Nov. 20, 1994
Nov. 23, 1994
Nov. 28, 1994
Dec. 3, 1994

10/10 ice cover
9/10 ice cover
8/10 ice cover
9/10 ice cover
5-6/10 ice cover

700-750
300-350
650-700
500-550
350-400

K7
L1

76ø01'S,169ø13'E
66ø30'S,178ø50'E

Dec. 6, 1994
Dec. 19, 1995

edgeof brashice
ice-free

500-550
3000

L2tt
L3t

76ø31'S,
174ø32'W
76ø30'S,
170ø44'W

Dec.21, 1995
Dec.21, 1995

ice-free
edgeof brashice

550-600
500-550

L4
L5

76ø30'S,177ø46'E
76ø30'S,168ø30'E

Dec. 24, 1995
Dec. 28, 1995

ice-free
9/10 ice cover

350-400
700-750

L6t

75ø00'S,
172ø00'E

Dec.31, 1995

ice-free

550-600

L7

76ø31'S,164ø58'E

Jan.4, 1996

somebergybits

750-800

L8?

76ø30'S,
170ø37'W

Jan.8, 1996

ice-free

500-550

L9

76ø30'S,177ø43'E

Jan. 10, 1996

ice-free

350-400

*Stations
L1, L3, andL8 arereferred
to asstations
2, 4, and67,respectively,
bySedwick
andDiTullio[1997].Stations
L1-L9 are referredto as stationsK1-K9, respectively,by Sedwicket al. [1996].

?FeandMn addition
bottleincubation
experiments
wereconducted
withsurface
seawater
fromthese
stations.

??Only
a surface
water
sample
wascollected,
which
contained
0.38nMdissolved
Fe,1.81nMTDFe,and0.58nMdissolved Mn.
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or plastic containers. Poretics polycarbonate filter membraneswere soakedfor severaldays in -•6 M Q-HC1, followed
by DIW rinsing and storagein DIW.
2.2.

Sample

Collection

Surfaceseawatersampleswere collectedfrom the ,•vindward
side of the ship in 1 L low-density polyethylene bottles
mounted in an acrylic frame on an acrylic-coatedaluminum
pole while slowly underway[Boyleet al., 1994], immediately
before occupyingeach hydrocaststation. Subsurfacewater
column sampleswere collectedby hydrocastin 6 L trace metal
water samplerssuspendedfrom a Superbraidnonmetallicline,
using solid teflon messengersand an epoxy-coatedsteel end
weight. The water samplers, which were custom-built at
CSIRO Division of Marine Research,are madeof polycarbonate and have silicone rubber O-ring seals, Teflon PTFE
spigots, an external closure mechanism made of silicone
rubberand nylon, and severalsmall externalcomponents
made
of high-purity titanium. In order to readily identify any
contaminationassociatedwith individual water samplers[see

Martin et al., 1990b] only four samplerswere used during
these cruises. Vertical concentrationprofiles with samples

Filtered sampleswere acidified with J. T. Baker Ultrex II
(spring 1994 samples) or Seastar (summer 1995 samples)
double-quartz-distilled concentratedhydrochloric acid (0.52
mL acid per liter sample) within 48 hoursof collection, and
dissolvedFe was determined by flow injection analysiswith
in-line preconcentration following a modification of the
procedureof Measures et al. [1995]. Standardsolutionsin a
seawatermatrix were preparedby addition of iron standard
solutions (prepared in dilute hydrochloric acid) to low-Fe
seawater. The low-Fe seawaterwas either filtered open-ocean
seawaterpurified (i.e., Fe removed)usingresin-immobilized8hydroxyquinoline [Resing and Mottl, 1992] or filtered
seawater collected during the cruises. For each analysis the
concentrationof the low-Fe seawaterwas determinedusing the
method of standardadditions. All dissolvedFe analyseswere
performedat sea, exceptfor samplesfrom stationsK7 and L9,
which were analyzed in Hobart. Total dissolvableFe (TDFe)
was determinedin Hobart by the samemethodafter > 6 months
storageof the acidified samplesand is assumedto provide a
measure of the concentration of dissolved plus acid-soluble
particulateiron in the water samples. The iron concentration
of the previouslyopenedSeastarhydrochloricacid (70 nM Fe)
was determinedbefore the cruiseby analysisof deionizedwater
containing successiveadditions of acid, and this concentra-

from more than four depthswere obtainedfrom two successive
hydrocastsusing three water samplers,performed within a
tion is used as a blank correction for Fe in the acidified summer
period of 12 hours. Sampledepthswere estimatedfrom line
out, which was read from a metering block with a stainless 1995 samples;the reported assayof the unopenedUltrex II
steel sheave. All sampling equipment was wrapped with hydrochloricacid (6.3 nM Fe) is usedas a blank correctionfor
polyethylene when not in use in an effort to avoid Fe in the spring 1994 samples.
Dissolved Mn was determined at sea in the filtered,
contaminationby airborne dust.
unacidified samples within 48 hours of collection by flow
injection analysis with in-line preconcentrationfollowing a
2.3.
Processing and Analysis
modification of the procedureof Resing and Mottl [1992].
Upon recovery the water samplerswere transferredto the Standard solutions in a seawater matrix were prepared by
shipboard laboratory and mounted in front of a Class-100 addition of manganesestandard solutions(prepared in dilute
clean-airbenchfor processing.Seawatersampleswere imme- hydrochloricacid) to low-Mn seawater. The low-Mn seawater
diately filtered through0.4 •tm pore-sizePoreticspolycarbon- was either filtered open-ocean seawater purified (i.e., Mn
removed) using resin-immobilized 8-hydroxyquinoline
ate membranesinto Nalgene low-densitypolyethylene(LDPE)
or Teflon FEP bottles for analysisof dissolvedtrace metals [Resingand Mottl, 1992] or filtered seawatercollectedduring
and major nutrients. Nitrogen gas passedthroughan in-line the cruises. For each analysisthe concentrationof the low0.2 •tm poreTeflon membranefilter wasusedto pressurizethe Mn seawater was determined using the method of standard
water samplers, and samples were drawn under the clean-air additions. Both analytical methodshave an estimatedrelative
bench through Teflon FEP tubing and in-line Teflon PTFE
uncertaintyof < 20% basedon peak areareproducibility,from
filter holders. The surface-seawater
samplebottleswere sealed which detection limits of •-0.02 nM are estimated based on
in polyethylene bags upon recovery then transferredinto the peak area absorbance of samples containing 0.09 nM
dissolved Fe and 0.12 nM dissolved Mn. The summer 1995 Fe
clean-air bench, where they were pressure-filteredthrough0.4
I.tm pore-sizePoreticspolycarbonatemembranesusing filtered measurementshave an additional uncertainty arising from
nitrogen gas and Nalgene polysulfonefilter flasks. Unfiltered subtraction of the acid blank concentration, which results in
in dissolved
Fe concentrations
of
subsampleswere collected in 60 mL Nalgene LDPE bottles, estimated uncertainties
-•30% at 0.1 nM, 24% at 0.2 nM, and 20% at and above 0.3
acidified with J. T. Baker Ultrex II (spring 1994 samples)or
Seastar(summer 1995 samples)double-quartz-distilled
concen- nM and estimated uncertainties in TDFe concentrations of
tratedhydrochloricacid (2 mL acid per liter sample),and stored •-40% at 0.2 nM, 26% at 0.5 nM, and 23% at 1 nM. Dissolved
for later analysis of total dissolvable Fe in Hobart. Transfer major nutrients (nitrate+nitrite, phosphate,and silicic acid)
tubes, filtering apparatus,and sample containerswere rinsed were determined in filtered seawater samples at sea by L.
with several volumes of sample solution before final
Gordonand A. Ross,usingstandardflow analysistechniques.
collection of subsamples,and all samplemanipulationswere
performedwithin the clean-air bench following stringenttrace
2.4.
Bottle Incubation Experiments
metal clean protocols. On the basis of the low and uniform
dissolved
Fe and Mn concentrations
measured at several
2.4.1. Spring 1994. The iron and manganeseaddition
remote open-ocean locations using this same sampling and bottle incubationexperimentswe performedwere similar in
processingapparatus(see section 3.1) we assumethat the designto thosedescribedby Martin et al. [1990a]. At station
typical level of contamination introduced by the water
K1, surfaceseawaterwas collectedfrom the bow of a slowly
samplers, transfer tubes, filtering apparatus, and sample movingZodiac > 500 m upwindof the ship. The seawaterwas
containers is negligible.
collected by submergingtwo 20 L polycarbonatecarboys

SEDWICK ET AL.: IRON AND MANGANESE IN THE ROSS SEA

which were rinsed with seawaterseveraltimes before filling.
The carboys were immediately transferredinto a shipboard
cold room (0-4øC). The untreatedseawaterwas gently mixed
and transferred into 1200 mL polycarbonate bottles, with
several rinses, under Class-100 clean-air conditions. Bottles

wereamendedwith 3.0 nM Fe, addedas Fe(NO3)3 in dilute
hydrochloric
acid,or 3.0 nM Mn, addedasMn(NO3)2 in dilute
hydrochloric acid.

The concentrations of nitrate and acid

presentin the addedFe and Mn solutionswere low enoughto
have negligible effect on the nitrate concentrationand pH of
the seawaterusedin the experiments.The Fe- and Mn-amended
bottles, together with untreatedcontrol samples,were tightly
capped, sealed in polyethylene bags, and set in circulating
surface seawater at ambient temperaturein a deck incubator
shaded to 50% of incident irradiance with neutral density
screeningand blue filters. This level of shadingwas intended
to simulatethe averagelight field within the uppermixed layer
of the water column.

Bottles for each treatment (added Fe,

addedMn, and control) were sacrificedafter periodsof 6 and 9
days and sampled for dissolved major nutrients and
photosyntheticpigments. Subsamplesfrom selectedcontrol
treatmentswere filtered as for surface seawatersamplesand
surveyed for dissolved Fe and Mn to check for spurious

11,325

in materialfiltered from the incubationbottlesas describedby
DiTullio

and Smith [1996].

In each of the summer 1995

experiments,relatively high concentrationsof phaeopigments (comparableto the chlorophyll a concentrations)were
measuredin samplesfrom the incubationbottles,indicating
that significantgrazing had occurred,possiblyby microzooplankton such as heterotrophic dinoflagellates and ciliates
(M. Gowing, personal communication, 1999). In these
experimentsthe sum of total chlorophylland phaeopigment

concentrations, reported here as "total chlorophyll
equivalents," was measuredusing a shipboardfluorometer,
following extraction and sonification of the filtered material
in 90% acetone. Our rationale for measuringand reporting
fluorometrictotal chlorophyllequivalentsin the summer 1995
experimentsis to accountfor the effects of grazing on algal
biomassproducedduring the incubations,which would lead to
significant underestimates in biomass yield based on
chlorophyll a concentrations. This is not the case for the
spring 1994 experiment, in which phaeopigmentconcentrations

were

below

our

limit

of

detection

in

most

of

the

treatments,and for which HPLC chlorophyll a concentrations
are used to estimate algal biomass accumulation in the
incubation

bottles.

contamination.

2.4.2.
Summer 1995. In experiments conducted at
stationsL3, L6, and L8, surfaceseawaterwas sampledfrom a
Zodiac as describedabove, except that seawatercollectedin a
single 20 L carboy was transferred into a clean 50 L
polyethylenecarboy in the Zodiac, and the full 50 L carboy
was immediately transferred into the shipboard cold room.

3. Results
3.1.

Water

Column

Profiles

The reliability of open-oceantrace metal measurements
is
an important consideration, given the ease with which
The seawaterwas transferredinto 1200 mL polycarbonate samplesmay be contaminatedduring collection,processing,
bottles as described above. In the iron treatments, bottles
and analysis,and the currentlack of both standardreference
were amended with either 2.5 nM Fe (station L3; "high" materials and interlaboratory comparisons. Our ability to
ambient Fe concentration) or 4.1 nM Fe (stations L6 and L8;
collect samples of open-ocean seawater and determine
"low"ambientFe concentration),
addedasFe(NO3)3 chelated dissolved Fe and Mn without significant contaminationis
•-1:1 (molar basis) with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid demonstratedby the vertical concentrationprofiles we have
(EDTA, addedas the disodiumsalt) in dilute hydrochloricacid.
In the manganesetreatments,bottleswere amendedwith either
2.5 nM Mn (station L3) or 4.2 nM Mn (stations L6 and L8),

obtained for these metals at several remote open-ocean

locations. Station L1, occupied during the summer 1995

dilute hydrochloricacid. The EDTA was usedin the addedFe

cruise (Figure 1), was an ice-free, deep-oceanlocationwell
away from the Antarcticcontinent. Here we obtainedsmooth
vertical concentrationprofiles and measuredlow mixed layer

and

concentrations of dissolved Fe (0.12-0.15 nM) and Mn (0.21-

addedasMn(NO3)2 chelated
-1:1 (molarbasis)withEDTA in
Mn

solutions

in

order

to

maintain

these

metals

in

dissolved (chelated) form during addition to the seawater
samples [Coale, 1991; DiTullio et al., 1993]. Speciation
calculationsusing the MINEQL computercode (Environmental
Research Software) indicate that the final concentrations of
EDTA in the seawater samples were low enough to have
negligible effect on the Fe and Mn speciation. In the
experiment at station L6, single bottles were also amended
with 4.1 nM unchelatedFe and 4.2 nM unchelatedMn, Again,
the nitrate

and acid added in the Fe and Mn

treatments

had

negligible effect on the nitrate concentrationand pH of the
starting seawater. The Fe- and Mn-amended bottles and
untreatedcontrol sampleswere incubatedas describedfor the
spring 1994 experiment, and duplicate bottles for each
treatment were sacrificed over periods of 7-10 days and
sampled for dissolved major nutrients, photosynthetic
pigments, and (in selected control treatments) dissolved Fe
and Mn.

2.4.3.
Photosynthetic pigments.
Chlorophyll a,
accessory pigments (chlorophyll c3, fucoxanthin and 19'hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin)and total phaeopigmentswere determined by high-performanceliquid chromatography(HPLC)

0.22 nM) in excellentagreementwith data reportedby Martin
et al. [1990b] for an Antarctic deep-ocean station in the
southernDrake Passage(0.10-0.16 nM dissolvedFe and 0.080.21 nM dissolvedMn). In addition,the dissolvedFe profiles
we have measuredbetween45 ø and 53øS in the open Southern
Ocean to the southwest of Tasmania [Sedwick et al., 1997,
1999] are in close agreementwith a recent compilation of
open-oceandissolvedFe profilespresentedby Johnsonet al.
[1997]. In the results presentedhere, dissolvedFe and Mn
concentrationsare consideredas "high" if they exceedtypical

open-oceanupper water columnconcentrations
of < 0.5 nM
[Johnsonet al., 1997;Landingand Bruland, 1987].
3.1.1. Spring 1994. The stations sampled for trace
metalsduring spring 1994 were generallyin or near areasof
significantsea ice cover (Table 1), with surfacemixed layer
depthsrangingfrom -20 to 150 m. Along76ø30'Sthe surface
mixedlayer averagedaround30 m in depth,with temperatures
of less than -1.5øC and salinities in the range of 34.3-34.8
[Smith and Gordon, 1997; Bateset al., 1998]. Water column
concentrationsof the major nutrientswere generallyhigh (>

18 gM nitrate,> 1.4 gM phosphate,
and> 65 gM silicicacid)
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Figure 2. Vertical concentration
profilesof dissolvediron (diss.Fe), total dissolvable
iron (TDFe), anddissolvedmanganese
(diss.Mn) fromspring1994cruise. Shadingindicates
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depthof surfacemixed
layer,anderrorbarsshowestimated
analyticaluncertainties
(thedatapointsin parentheses
are from a sample
thoughtto havepretripped
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[Gordonet al., 1996]. Compared
with typicalopen-ocean
conditions,the water column concentrationsof dissolvedand

totaldissolvable
Fe anddissolved
Mn weregenerally
high

3.1.3.
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Comparison with other data.

The only

publishedwater column trace metal data from the Ross Sea are
those collected by the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories

(Figure2), similarto valuesreportedfor midlatitudecoastal (MLML) group,who measureddissolvedand particulateFe in
regions[e.g., Landingand Bruland,1987;Wu and Luther, water samplescollectedalong76o30' and 72ø30'Sin January
1996; Johnsonet al., 1997, 1999]. The observedconcentra- 1990 [Martin et al., 1991; Fitzwater et al., 1996; Johnson et
al,, 1997]. The MLML groupreportaverageconcentrations
in
0.66-7.12 nM TDFe (mean = 2.7 riM), and 0.08-0.83 nM
the upper water column (< 60 m depth) of 0.12 + 0.07 nM
dissolved Mn (mean = 0.48 nM). The vertical concentration dissolved
Fe and 1.1 + 0.9 nM particulateFe along76ø30'S
profiles display a variety of features,includingmixed layer and 0.08 + 0.04 nM dissolved Fe and 0.28 + 0.09 nM
maxima in dissolved Fe (stations K2, K3, and K7), and both
particulateFe along 72ø30'S [Fitzwater et al., 1996]. These
shallow and deep maxima in TDFe and dissolvedMn (e.g., mean valuesfor 76ø30'Scomparewell with our mean summer
stationsK1 and K6). There are no clear relationships
between 1995 concentrations of 0.18 + 0.08 nM dissolved Fe and 1.08
these features and geographiclocation, hydrography,or sea + 0.81 nM total dissolvableFe for water depths< 60 m,
ice cover, except for the mixed layer maxima which may be excluding stationsL3 and L9, where we believe high iron
related to sediment inputs from nearby Franklin Island for
concentrationsmay reflect meltwater inputs. Complete
station K2 and inputs from melting sea ice (brash ice) at
MLML datafor two stationsfromthe January1990cruiseare
station K7 (see section4). These relatively complex vertical presented as an appendix to Johnson et al. [1997] (see
concentrationprofiles are quite different from those observed http://www.mlml.calstate.edu/dataJirondata.htm)
and are plotin the deep open ocean and presumablyreflect a number of
ted in Figure 4 as verticalconcentration
profilesfor dissolved

tionrangeswere0.45-3.8nM dissolved
Fe (mean= 1.0nM),

input and/or removal processes,
3.1.2.

Summer

1995.

The summer

Fe and total dissolvable Fe (calculated as the sum of dissolved
1995 stations were

ice-freeor nearly ice-free,exceptfor stationsL3 and L5 (Table
1). Surfacemixed layer depthsat the tracemetal stationswere
generally shallower than for the spring 1994 stations,
rangingfrom -5 to 50 m, althoughalong76ø30'S,mixedlayer
depthswere similar to or, later in the cruise, greaterthan those
observedduring spring 1994 [Bateset al., 1998]. Mixed layer
temperaturesalong 76ø30'S varied from approximately-1.5øC
to +!.5øC, with salinitiesranging from 33.2 to 34.5 [Bates et
al., 1998]; here the upper water column was generallywarmer
and fresher than in spring 1994, presumablyowing to the
additionof meltwaterfrom seaice which had meltedduringthe
spring and early summer. Water column major nutrient concentrationswere significantlylower than in spring 1994 (> 12

gM nitrate,> 0.6 gM phosphate,and > 40 gM silicic acid)
[Gordon et al., 1996] but not so low as to limit phytoplankton
growth. The observedconcentrationranges of TDFe (0.279.17 nM, mean = 2.31 nM, excluding the high concentration
of 35.2 nM measured in one near-bottom sample) and
dissolvedMn (range= 0.03-0.79 nM, mean= 0.39 nM) were
generally similar to those measured during spring 1994,
althoughat a number of stations(e.g., L5, L6, L7, and L8)
thesespeciesand dissolvedFe were depletedin the upperwater
column relative to concentrations
below 100 m depth (Figure
3). In contrastto spring 1994, dissolvedFe concentrations
were relatively low throughout the water column (range =
0.09-0.57 nM, mean = 0.23 + 0.11 nM), exceptat stationsL3
and L9, where higher concentrationsof 0.70-2.25 nM were
observedin the uppermixed layer. We have arguedthat the
high concentrationsof dissolved and total dissolvableFe
measuredin the upper water column at stationL3 were due to
iron released from melting sea ice observed at this site

and particulateFe), togetherwith datafrom our stationsL8 and
L1.

Our stations L3 and L8 are the closest stations to MLML

station30, for whichwe havewatercolumnFe profiles(Figure
1); however, station L3 is excludedfrom this comparison
becauseof the high Fe concentrationswhich we attribute to
meltwater input. Our dissolvedFe concentrationsfor station
L8 are -0.05-0.1 nM higherthan,althoughnearly within error
of, those for MLML

station 30, whereas the TDFe data from

these two stationsare in excellent agreement.MLML station
98 was locatedin deep water (> 3200 m) well to the north of
our Ross Sea stations,and the iron profiles from this station

are very similarto thosewe obtainedat our deep-ocean
station
L1 (Figure 4).

3.2.

Incubation

Experiments

On the basisof resultsfrom bottleiron enrichmentexperiments and an in situ iron fertilization experiment in the
equatorialPacific, Coale et al. [1996b] have arguedthat bottle
incubationexperimentsprovide robustdiagnosticinformation
regarding the nutritional status of the oceanic algal
community,at least with respectto iron. The objectivesof
the Fe and Mn enrichment bottle incubation experiments
which we performed in the Ross Sea were to evaluate the
nutritional sufficiency of ambient Fe and Mn concentrations
for the native phytoplanktoncommunity. These experiments
were purely diagnosticin nature and not intendedto mimic the
biogeochemical and ecological processes of the natural
ecosystem. In the manner of Martin et al. [1990a], we assume
that observed

decreases

in nitrate+nitrite

and increases

in

chlorophyll a or total chlorophyll equivalents in the
incubation bottles provide relative measures of net

[Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997]. There was no direct evidence

accumulationof algal biomassas a functionof time, thus

for this processat stationL9, althoughrelatively warm surface

relative algal growth rates for the different treatments. The
xanthophyll pigments fucoxanthin and 19'-hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin are thought to be indicative of diatoms and P.
antarctica, respectively, in waters of the Ross Sea [DiTullio
and Smith, 1996], and laboratory studies suggestthat 19'hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin is the main carotenoid in P.
antarctica cells grown under the "low-iron" (< 2-10 nM Fe)
conditions [van Leeuwe and Stefels, 1998] used in our field

waters (-0.2øC) near this station were not inconsistent with
recent meltwater inputs. Given the shallow water depth at
station L4 (350-400 m), the high TDFe concentrationof 35.2
nM measuredat 300 m depth at this station probably reflects
elevated particulateFe concentrationsin near-bottomwaters,
so this value has not been included in the average of water
column TDFe

concentrations

for the summer 1995 cruise.
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indicate that the algal community was dominated by colonial
Phaeocystis antarctica at station K1, where seawater was
collected for the single incubation experiment performed
during the spring 1994 cruise. The nitrate+nitriteversustime
data from this experiment provide no clear evidence for algal
Fe or Mn deficiency, with nitrate being completely consumed
in all treatments after 9 days incubation (Figure 5). The
chlorophyll a versus time data (Figure 5) also provide no
indication of algal Fe or Mn deficiency; the Fe-amended
bottles actually produced less chlorophyll a relative to the
manganese and control treatments after 6 days (p = 0.01,
unpaired student's t test), and there was no significant
difference between chlorophyll a concentrationsin the Fe,
Mn, and control treatments after 9 days (p > 0.3).
Microscopic observations (Carol Kosman, personal
communication, 1995) and the generally low fuco:hex ratios
(Figure 6) and high concentrationsof chlorophyll c3 (0.3-6.4

o MLML, station 30

I

IN THE ROSS SEA

i

o

50

lOO

15o
200

250

300,
350

•g L-l; datanot shown)measured
in the incubation
bottles
indicate that Phaeocystis antarctica remained the dominant
algal species during the course of the experiment. This is

TDFe (nM)

diss. Fe (nM)

consistent with the silicic acid:nitrate+nitrite (Si:N) drawdown
ratios observed in the incubation bottles (0.15-0.17, molar

o MLML, station 98

basis, after 9 days), which are low comparedwith the diatomdominated summer 1995 experiments. However, the higher

ß this study, station L1
I

I

I

I

I

I

fuco:hex ratios measured in the Fe-treated bottles (fuco:hex >
1.3) relative to the Mn and control treatments (fuco:hex <

o

50

0.25) after 6 and 9 days (Figure 6), as well as lower
chlorophyll c3 concentrations measured in the Fe-treated

lOO

bottles(< 0.31-1.54•g L'l in Fe treatments
and2.01-6.39•g
L-1 in Mn andcontroltreatments;
datanot shown),suggest

15o

that addition of iron stimulatedthe growth of diatomsrelative
to P. antarctica. Thus our experimentalresultsindicatethat the

200

ambient concentrations of dissolved Fe (-0.8 nM) and Mn

(-0.7 nM) in the upper mixed layer were high enoughto meet
the growth requirementsof the algal community, which was
dominatedby Phaeocystisantarctica, althoughiron addition
apparentlyfavored the growth of diatomsrelative to that of P.

250
300

antarctica.

350

diss. Fe (nM)

Figure 4.

3.2.2.
Summer 1995.
Microscopic analyses (D.
Garrison, personal communication, 1996) and the relatively
high fuco:hexratios (> 1.7; Figure 6) and low chlorophyllc3

TDFe (nM)

Vertical concentrationprofiles of dissolvediron

(diss. Fe) and total dissolvable iron (TDFe, calculated from

dissolved Fe+particulate Fe) from Moss Landing Marine
Laboratoriesgroup Ross Sea stations[Johnsonet al., 1997],
togetherwith data from this work.

experiments. Therefore we assume that 19'-hexanoyloxyfucoxanthinand fucoxanthinwere the main carotenoidsproduced
by P. antarctica and diatoms,respectively,in our experiments,
and we interpret observed increases in the ratio of
fucoxanthin:19'-hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin(fuco:hex) to indicate increases

in the

abundance

of diatoms

relative

to P.

antarctica in the incubation bottles. This interpretation is
supportedby our measurementsof chlorophyll c3, a pigment
thought to be producedby Phaeocystis antarctica but not by
diatoms [Jeffrey et al., 1997].
3.2.1.
Spring 1994.
Microscopic observations (D.
Garrison, personal communication, 1996) and algal pigment

composition
(fuco:hex
= 0.04, chlorophyll
c3 = 1.2•g L-1)

concentrations
(( 0.16 pg L-l; datanot shown)measured
in
starting seawater and incubation bottle samplesindicate that
pennate diatoms were the dominant algal speciesin each of
three experiments conducted during summer 1995. The
experimentat stationL3 was conductednear the edgeof a large
area of melting sea ice, which satellite images revealed to be
the westernedge of the recedingannual ice pack, and we have
argued that the unusually high trace metal concentrations
measured in surface waters at this station (2.3 nM dissolved
Fe, 9.1 nM TDFe, and 0.60 nM dissolved Mn) were derived

from the melting sea ice [Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997]. The
nitrate+nitrite versustime data from this experiment(Figure 5)
show that nitrate was almost completely consumedafter 7
days, with no significant difference in nitrate drawdown
between treatments(p) 0.1, unpairedstudent'st test). There
were also no significant differences (p) 0.3) between the
increases in total chlorophyll equivalents in the three
treatments(Figure 5). These resultsindicate that the relatively
high ambient Fe and Mn concentrationsin surfacewaters at
station L3 were sufficient for the growth requirementsof the
algal community. However, we note that significantlyhigher
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Figure 5. Results of bottle incubationexperimentsfrom stationsK1, L3, L6, and L8. (left) Concentration
of dissolvednitrate+nitriteversusincubationtime. (right) Concentrationof chlorophylla or total chlorophyll equivalentsversusincubationtime.

fuco:hex ratios were measured in the Fe-treated bottles relative

to the control and Mn treatmentsafter 4 and 7 days (p <
0.005), suggestingthat additionof iron favoredthe growth of
diatoms relative to Phaeocystis, as observedin the spring
1994 experiment.

Much

lower trace metal concentrations

were measured in

surfacewaters at the two ice-free stationswhere experiments
were conducted, station L6 (0.17 nM dissolved Fe, 0.95 nM
TDFe, and 0.07 nM dissolved Mn) and station L8 (0.17 nM
dissolvedFe, 0.75 nM TDFe, and 0.12 nM dissolvedMn). In
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was some evidence

that iron addi-

results

for the chelated

and unchelated

Fe and Mn

treatmentsusedin the stationL6 experiment(Figures5 and 6),
suggestingthat the use of EDTA in thesetype of experiments
may be unnecessary.
3.2.3.
Comparison with other data. Our experimental results from summer 1995 are generally consistent
with resultsreportedby Martin et al. [1990a, 1991] for Fe and
Mn addition experiments performed at four stations in the
Ross Sea in Januaryand February 1990. The resultsof these
experimentsindicated that the growth of diatoms was limited
by iron deficiency at three of these stations,including two
stations 30 and 98 [Martin et al., 1990a],

were expected,"implying that mixed layer iron concentrations

control

•

bottles.

tion favored the growth of diatomsrelative to Phaeocystis,in
the higher fuco:hex ratios measuredin the Fe-treated bottles
relative to the control and Mn treatments(p < 0.01) at day 10
in the station L6 experiment and at day 5 in the station L8
experiment. Although the unchelatedFe and Mn treatments
were not replicated, there appears to be little difference

where low dissolvedFe concentrations(< 0.2 nM) in the upper
water column are reported (Figure 4). For the station where
experimentalresultsindicatediron-repleteconditions,Martin
et al. [1990a, p. 6] remark that "in view of the proximity to
the coast and the abundanceof ice, adequateamountsof iron

L6
I

fuco:hex lO

incubation

stations near MLML

incubation time (d)

I

concentrations of 0.17 nM were limiting phytoplankton
communitygrowthratesin surfacewatersat stationsL6 and L8
but provide no evidence of algal Mn deficiency at these
stations. In both of the experiments,fuco:hex ratios either
remainedroughly constantor increasedwith time (Figure 6),
suggestingthat diatomsdominatedthe algal communityin the

between

L3
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were relativelyhigh due to iron suppliedby coastalsediments
+Fe
or sea ice. We note that this station at 76ø33'S, 167ø37'E
+Fe
+Mn(unchelated)
(unchelated)
[Martin et al., 1991] was locatedbetween our stationsL5 and
+Mn

A

o

o

L7 (Figure 1), wherewe measuredrelativelylow dissolvedFe
concentrations(< 0.3 nM) in the upper water column (Figure
3), which suggeststhat the high Fe concentrations
inferredby
Martin et al. [1990a] were episodic, perhapssupplied from
melting sea ice (see section4).

o
incubation time (d)
L8
60

4. Discussion

4.1.
Water

4O

fuco:hex

X ,Fe

I

0 +Mn I

20

Distribution

of Iron

and Manganese in the

Column

The iron and manganese profiles we obtained in the
southernRossSea are quite differentfrom the smoothvertical
concentrationprofiles of thesemetalsat our offshorestation
L1 and other offshore locations in the Indian-Pacific

the

o

o

2

4

6

incubation time (d)

8

Southern

Ocean,

where

dissolved

Fe

sector of

and

Mn

concentrations
are typically ~0.2 nM or lessin the upper300
m of the water column [e.g., Martin et al., 1990b;Johnsonet
al., 1997; Sedwick et al., 1997; de Baar et al., 1999]. To

Figure 6. Ratio of fucoxanthinto 19'-hexanoyloxyfucoxanexplain the concentrationprofiles we observedin the Ross
thin (fuco:hex) in particulate material versusincubationtime
Sea, it is necessaryto considerthe likely input and removal
in incubationexperimentsat stationsK1, L3, L6, and L8.
processes
for thesemetalsin this Antarcticcontinentalshelf
setting and changes in the relative importance of these
processes
duringthe springand summer.Martin et al. [1991]
both experiments the nitrate+nitrite and total chlorophyll suggestthat shallow,nearshorewatersare importantsources
equivalentsversustime data (Figure 5) suggestthat additionof
of iron in coastalregionsof the RossSea. Thesewaterswould
iron mediateda significantincreasein both nitrate drawdown presumably derive dissolved and particulate iron and
(p < 0.01) and concentrationof total chlorophyll equivalents manganesefrom bottom sediments. In this regard, bottom
(p < 0.01) relative to the control and manganesetreatments watersin generalmust be consideredas potentiallyimportant
after 7-10 days. These resultsindicate that the dissolvedFe
sourcesof thesetracemetalsto the upperwatercolumnin shelf
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areas like the Ross Sea, much of which is < 500 m in depth

iron in concentrationsbetween 10 and 140 times higher than

(Figure 1). Recent work by Johnsonet al. [1999] in the
California Current Systemindicatesthat upwellingof particles
from the benthicboundarylayer providesa significantsource
of particulateand dissolvediron into coastalsurfacewaters.
This same process would also be expected to deliver
manganese
into the upperwatercolumn. In the southernRoss
Sea, deep vertical mixing of the water column and the
upwellingof subsurface
watersneartheslopefront[Jacobsand
Comiso, 1989] are both likely to bring metal-rich bottom
watersinto the euphoticzone. Suchdeepmixing is likely to
be most important during the winter months and should
diminish during the spring as sea ice melts and the water

surface

water

dissolved

Fe

concentrations

at our

offshore

station L1, although the aerosol Mn concentrationsin this
snow are expected to be much lower, given the Fe:Mn mass
ratios of 60-80 measured in Antarctic snow [Boutron and
Martin, 1980] and aerosol[Zoller et al., 1974]. Clearly, there
is potential for the Fe and Mn containedin sea ice and the Fe
contained in overlying snow to significantly increase the
concentration

of these metals in surface waters of the Ross Sea

when the sea ice melts and the upper water column is highly
stratified. Most of the pack ice in our study region typically
melts in late November and early December [Jacobs and
Comiso, 1989]; therefore the maximum input of sea ice-

column becomes stratified.

derived Fe and Mn into surface waters of the southern Ross Sea

A secondlikely sourceof iron and manganesein the upper
water columnin this region is melting sea ice [Martin et al.,

is likely during late spring and early summer. However, this

low concentrationsof Fe and Mn, given that this ice forms
from the freezing of surface seawater, which generally

processwould be expectedto continueduringthe summerat
the edgeof the retreatingice pack, as we have suggested
for
ourice edgestationL3 [Sedwickand DiTullio, 1997].
A final possiblesourceof iron and manganese
which must
be consideredin our studyregionis from the meltingof glacial

contains low concentrations of these metals. However, there

ice from sourcessuch as the Ross and SulzbergerIce Shelves.

1990a, 1991; de Baar et al., 1995]. Sea ice that is formed in
offshore Antarctic waters would be expected to contain only

are two processeswhereby the melting of sea ice could Such glacial ice would derive these metals from mineral
contributesignificant concentrationsof iron and manganese aerosolcontainedin the glacial ice [Edwards et al., 1998;
into the upperwatercolumnof the RossSea:(1) the releaseof Edwards, 1999] and also from lithogenicmaterialand marine
sediment-derived metals contained in sea ice that formed in
sedimentsscouredby the basalglacial ice as it is transported
coastal waters and (2) the release of mineral-aerosol dust
containedin snow on the sea ice. In the coastalregion of the
southern Ross Sea, intense sea ice formation is thought to

across the continent and shallow coastal regions. The iron

stratified [Jacobs and Comiso, 1989]. This sea ice would be

et al., 1985] and from the melting of icebergscalvedfrom the
ice shelves. However, we have no evidenceto arguethat either

and manganese
in this glacial ice couldbe deliveredinto the
upperwater columnof the southernRossSea as a resultof
occurduringthe wintermonths,whenthe watercolumnis least meltwateremanatingfrom beneaththe RossIce Shelf [Jacobs

expectedto incorporateparticulateiron and manganese
that is
constitutemajor inputsof Fe and Mn in
upwelled from bottom sediments,as describedabove, or of theseprocesses
containedin bottom sedimentsthat are pickedup by grounded waters of our study region. The water column trace metal
ice. Much of this sea ice will be advectedaway from the coast profileswe obtainednext to the RossIce Shelfat stationK4
by offshorekatabaticwinds [Markuset al., 1998] and could (Figure2) do showa maximumin dissolvedFe concentration
providean importantsourceof particulateiron and manganese (-•2 nM) at 150 m water depth, although corresponding
profilesdo not suggestmeltwaterinputsat this
into surfacewatersof our studyregion when the seaice melts. hydrographic
iron
As yet there are no reportedmeasurements
of the concentra- waterdepth. Althoughicebergsmay providesignificant
inputsinto surrounding
seawater[de Baar et
tions and solubilitiesof iron and manganesein sea ice from and manganese
Antarctic shelf waters such as the Ross Sea; however, Li•scher
al., 1995], they were not commonlyobservedduring our
et al. [1997] report total dissolvableFe concentrationsof cruises,and we assumethat meltwater inputs in the southern
10.8-99.3 nM for sea ice samplescollectedfrom the Atlantic RossSea are dominatedby annualsea ice ratherthan glacial
sector of the Southern Ocean, values which are 1-2 orders of

magnitudehigherthan TDFe concentrations
in the upperwater

ice.

The processes
whichremoveiron and manganese
from the
water column in the RossSea are likely to be dominated,either

column at our offshore station L1.

In the Southern Ocean the flux of mineral-aerosol Fe and Mn

into the sea is probablylower than anywhereon Earth [Duce

directlyor indirectly,by biologicalproduction
in theeuphotic
zone.

Iron exhibits nutrient-like behavior in the ocean, with

dissolvediron being transformedinto particulateform by
production
in the upperwatercolumn[Martin
so atmosphericdepositionis unlikely to be a significant phytoplankton
sourceof dissolvediron in open-oceansurfacewaters[de Baar and Gordon, 1988]. A portion of this particulateiron is
et al., 1995]. However, in seasonallyice-coveredAntarctic exportedto deeperwaterswith sinkingorganicmaterial,some
of which is remineralized, releasing dissolvediron at depth
waters such as the Ross Sea, mineral aerosol accumulates in
snowon sea ice duringthe winter monthsand is releasedinto [Johnsonet al., 1997]. In addition,dissolvediron is known
the surfaceoceanwhenthe packice melts[Martin, 1990]. The to be scavengedby sinking particlesthroughoutthe water
and Tindale, 1991; Martin et al., 1990b; Edwardset al., 1998],

volume of snow involved is considerable:

In the Ross Sea a

meansnowdepthof 13.6 cm is reportedfor pack ice in MayJune 1995 [Sturm et al., 1998], and higher values would be
expectedin the late winter. Snowsamplescollectedfrom pack
ice usingtracemetal cleantechniques
duringour spring1994
cruise contained 12.9-19.2 nM total dissolvable Fe, of which

column, at least where dissolved Fe concentrationsexceed
-0.6 nM [Johnsonet al., 1997]. Likewise, the removal of
dissolved Mn from the oceanic water column is thought to

occur primarily via biological uptake and scavengingby
suspended
and sinkingparticles,with dissolvedMn maxima
being observed in the water column where oxygen

10-90% is readily soluble,basedon the solubilityof aerosol concentrationsare low [Bruland et al., 1994; Johnsonet al.,
1996; Stathamet al., 1998]. Generally high algal production
rates
and verticalexportfluxeswere measuredon bothof our
seaice in our studyregionis likely to containsolubleaerosol

iron in east Antarctic snow [Edwards, 1999]. Thus snow on
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cruises [Smith and Gordon, 1997; Bates et al., 1998; Asper
and Smith, 1999]. Thus we proposethat dissolvedand particulate iron and manganeseare continually removed from the
upper water column of the Ross Sea during the spring and
summer owing to biological uptake by phytoplankton and
vertical exportof organicmatterand scavengingby suspended
and sinkingparticles. As the water columnbecomesstratified
during the summermonths,removalof thesespeciesfrom the
water column would be most pronouncedwithin the euphotic
zone owing to uptake by phytoplankton.
Given

that

vertical

overturn

of

the

water

column

is

dramatically reduced during the spring and that most of the
annual pack ice in the southern Ross Sea melts during
November and December, [Jacobs and Comiso, 1989], the
greatest inputs of Fe and Mn into the upper water column
would be expectedduring the winter, spring,and early summer
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34.1). From this and the results of the iron addition experi-

ments performed at these stations,which indicate that the
algal community was iron-replete at station L3 and ironlimited at station L8, we have argued that ice-derived Fe
resultedin a diatom bloom in the area of stationL3, resulting
in the biologicalremoval of Fe and Mn from the mixed layer,
prior to our reoccupationof this area at station L8 [Sedwick
and DiTullio, 1997].
4.2.

Implications

The concentration

for

Algal

Production

of dissolved iron in seawater is known to

regulate phytoplanktongrowth rates and community composition in open-ocean waters, including at least part of the
Southern Ocean [Coale et al., 1996a; Johnson et al., 1997;
Boyd et al., 1999]. In equatorial Pacific waters, Coale et al.
rather than later in the summer. In contrast, the removal of
[1996b] have shown that algal iron uptake follows a
these metals from the upper water column due to biological Michaelis-Menten relationship, with a community half
uptake, vertical export, and scavenging would be likely to
saturationconstantfor growth of 0.12 nM dissolvedFe, where
continue throughoutthe phytoplanktongrowing season,from
"dissolved"is operationallydefined using a 0.4 !.tmmembrane
spring through late summer. Taken together,these considera- filter. However, algal iron requirementsand the concentration
tions provide a plausible explanationfor the generally higher at which dissolved iron limits phytoplankton growth are
Fe and Mn concentrationsin the upper water column and more likely to vary with algal community composition and with
complex vertical concentration profiles we obtained during physical characteristicsof the environment. Larger phytospring 1994 (mid-November-earlyDecember) comparedwith plankton species generally have higher cellular iron
summer 1995 (late December-mid-January).We proposethat requirements,and algal iron requirementsare generally higher
the water column Fe and Mn distributionsobservedin spring under conditions of low light [Sunda, 1994; Sunda and
and early summer(Figure 2) are the result of significantinputs Huntsman, 1997]. Manganese is also known to be an
of these metals into the upper water column from upwelled essentialmicronutrientfor phytoplanktongrowth [Bruland et
deep waters (in winter and early spring) and sea ice meltwater al., 1991], and limitation of algal growth by Mn deficiency
(in springand early summer),combinedwith the rapid removal has been demonstratedin laboratory experiments[e.g., Brand
of these metals from the water column due to algal uptake, et al., 1983; Sunda and Huntsman, 1986]. However, convincvertical export, and scavenging. During the summer season, ing evidence of algal growth limitation due to Mn deficiency
we suggestthat inputsof Fe and Mn into the euphoticzone are in ocean waters has so far not been demonstrated[e.g., see
much reducedowing to the absenceof upwelling and sea ice, Martin et al., 1990a; Coale, 1991]. Given that the results of
whereas algal uptake, vertical export, and particle scavenging our bottle incubationexperimentsand earlier work by Martin
continue to remove these metals from the upper water column. et al. [1990a] indicate that addition of dissolved Fe but not Mn
increasesphytoplanktongrowth rates in the Ross Sea, we will
As a result, the upper water column becomes depleted in
dissolvedFe and Mn and total dissolvableFe relative to deeper restrict our discussionto the role of iron as a limiting nutrient
waters(> 100 m depth), as observedin the trace metal profiles in these waters.
from stationsL6, L7, and L8 (Figure 3).
If the data collected during our two cruisesare typical of
During the summer, away from shallow coastalareas, we spring and summer conditionsin the southernRoss Sea, then
proposethat relatively high concentrationsof Fe and Mn are our water column trace metal measurements demonstrate a
only observed in surface waters at or near the edge of the significant seasonalchange in the dissolvedFe concentration
retreatingpack ice, such as at stationL3 and perhapsstation of surface waters in this region. The mean dissolved Fe
L9 (Figure 3). It is importantto note that we do not suggest concentration in the upper water column (< 60 m depth)
the presenceof pack ice in itself to constitutea sourceof iron decreasedfrom 1.2 + 0.8 nM in spring 1994 (all stations)to
and manganesebut rather the melting of the pack ice, which 0.18 + 0.08 nM in summer 1995 (excluding stationsL3 and
provides an episodic input of these metals in the meltwater. L9, where meltwater inputs are likely). The results of our
Enrichments in iron and manganesewill not necessarilybe bottle incubation experiments suggest that this decrease in
associated with low-salinity surface waters, given the dissolved Fe concentrationwithin the euphotic zone exerts an
nonconservative
behavior of Fe and Mn in seawater and the
important control on phytoplanktongrowth in these waters.
potentially rapid uptake of these species by phytoplankton The experiment conducted in spring 1994 at station K1
indicates that surface waters at this location were replete with
during ice edge blooms. For example,the ice-free stationL8
was occupiedvery close to the location of stationL3 (within iron. The surface water trace metal concentrations(0.82 nM
10 km), although17 days later. At this time, satelliteimages dissolved Fe, 1.6 nM TDFe, and 0.66 nM dissolved Mn), sea
showedthe edgeof the recedingpack ice, the presumedsource ice conditions,and algal community compositionobservedat
of the high mixed layer Fe concentrations
measuredat station this station were typical of those encounteredduring the
L3, to be well to the east of station L8. Dissolved Fe and Mn
spring1994 cruise,so our resultsfrom this experimentmay be
concentrationsin the surfacemixed layer at stationL8 (0.16applicableto much of our studyregion during the springand
0.17 nM Fe and 0.04-0.12 nM Mn) were much lower than at
early summer, when Phaeocystis antarctica dominates the
stationL3 (0.72-2.3 nM Fe and 0.60-0.62 nM Mn), although algal community. In contrast,the experimentsconductedat
mixed layer salinitieswere similar at the two stations(34.0- stationsL6 and L8 duringthe summer1995 cruiseindicatethat
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the low ambient concentrations of dissolved Fe (< 0.2 nM)

high ambient dissolved Fe concentrations of 0.82 nM,
suggestingthat the native diatom population (as distinct from
the algal community) was iron limited. Finally, we note that

were limiting the growth of the diatom-dominated algal
community. The one experimentfrom the summer1995 cruise
which indicatediron-repleteconditionswas that conductedat
station L3, where we propose that melting sea ice was
responsiblefor transienthigh concentrationsof dissolvedFe
in the surfacemixed layer. On the basisof theseobservations
we infer that phytoplanktongrowth rates are limited by low

phytoplankton require iron to reduce nitrate [Price et al.,

dissolved Fe concentrations

19911.

in much of the southern Ross Sea

recent

field

observations

indicate

that

ammonium

satisfies

--30% of diatom N requirements in the southern Ross Sea
[Arrigo et al., 1999]. This is consistentwith widespreadiron

limitation of diatom growth in these waters, given that

In addition to regulating the production and export of
organic carbon in the Ross Sea, the availability of iron may
nitrate, phosphate,and silicic acid were presentin relatively exert an important control on the production and export of
high concentrationsat all stations [Bates et al., 1998] and biogenic silica in this region. The Ross Sea is an area of
thus cannot explain variations in algal production and large-scale accumulation of biogenic silica, and diatom
communitycomposition.Arrigo et al. [1998a, 1999] propose production in these waters may play a significant role in the
that water column stability plays a major role in controlling oceanic silicon cycle [DeMaster et al., 1996; Nelson et al.,
phytoplankton biomass and community structure in the 1996]. Recently, Hutchins and Bruland [1998] and Takeda
southernRoss Sea. These authorsargue that the typical early [1998] have reported results of field experiments which
seasonPhaeocystisantarctica bloom developsbecausethis suggest that diatoms incorporate more silicon relative to
species
is betteradaptedthandiatomsto thehighlymodulated nitrogen and carbon when growing under iron-limited
light environment(i.e., vertical mixing) during spring and conditions. These observationsare consistentour experimenearly summer,whereasdiatom-dominated
bloomsare favored tal results from stations L6 and L8 (summer 1995), where we
was limiting the growth of the
by the highly stratified ice edge waters later in the summer suggestthat iron def,_'ciency
season. In this model the demise of the Phaeocystis bloom diatom-dominated algal community. In these experiments,
and the absence of diatom blooms in open-water regions there was little increase in the net silicic acid drawdown in the
duringthe summerare presumablya resultof increasedvertical Fe-treated bottles relative to the Mn and control treatments
mixing and horizontal advection of surface waters in the (data not shown), despite roughly twofold increases in net
absenceof sea ice. We suggestthat availability of dissolved nitrate+nitrite drawdown in the Fe-treated bottles (Figure 5).
during the summer.

During both of our cruises the dissolvedmajor nutrients

iron may be of equal importanceas water columnstabilityin
regulatingalgal productionin the southernRoss Sea, given

that the highest rates of primary productionhave been
observedduring the spring and early summer,when on the
basis of our observations,these waters are replete with iron.
Later in the summer, the growth of both P. antarctica and
diatomsis likely to be limited by the low concentrationsof
dissolvediron, exceptnear the retreatingice edge, where the
elevated

iron

concentrations

in shallow

meltwater

lenses

allow diatom blooms to occur.

However, it is noteworthy that Phaeocystis antarctica
should dominate the spring bloom under iron-replete conditions, given that shipboard and in situ iron addition
experimentssuggestthat iron-replete conditionsgenerally
favor the growth of diatomsrelative to smalleralgal species,
wheremajor nutrientsare abundant[Martin et al., 1991;Coale
et al., 1996a; Sedwicket al., 1999]. The springdominanceof
P. antarctica is thought to reflect the neutral buoyancyof
colonial P. antarctica and the ability of P. antarctica to
maintain near-maximalphotosyntheticrates under low levels
of irradiance[Arrigo et al., 1998a, 1999]. This latter observation may be interpretedin terms of the dependence
of algal
iron requirementson irradiance and cell size, in that the
cellular iron requirementsof phytoplanktonare thought to
increase as irradiance decreases and cell size increases [Raven,

1990; Sunda, 1994; Sunda and Huntsman, 1997]. Thus, even

with relatively high dissolved iron concentrationsin the
southern Ross Sea during spring and early summer, the
irradiance/mixingregimemay be suchthat the growthrate of
diatomsis limited by iron deficiency(i.e., diatom growth is
colimitedby iron and light availability),whereasthe growth
rate of the smaller P. antarctica

cells is not. This is consistent

with the results of our spring 1994 experiment, in which
elevatedfuco:hex ratios and lower chlorophyllc3 levels in the
Feotreated

bottles

indicate

that

iron

addition

favored

the

growth of diatomsrelative to P. antarctica, despiterelatively

Our resultsindicate that iron additionmediatedsignificant
decreases(p < 0.01) in the Si:N drawdownratio relative to the
Mn and control treatmentsafter 7-10 days: from 0.73 _+0.02
to 0.49

_+ 0.04

at station L6 and from

1.40 _+ 0.01

to 0.57 _+

0.02 at station L8. If we assumethat these changesprimarily
reflect changes in the uptake of silicic acid with respect to
nitrate by diatoms, then these results suggest that diatoms

grownin our experimentswere more heavily silicifiedunder
iron-limited conditions. This implies that the ratio of Si:N
(and presumably Si:C) assimilatedby diatoms may change
during the course of ice edge blooms, as dissolved Fe
concentrations decrease, possibly resulting in enhanced
export of heavily silicified diatom biomass as the blooms
terminate.

4.3.

Concluding

Remarks

Our observations,together with the results of earlier trace
metal measurementsand iron addition experiments[Martin et
al., 1990a; Fitzwater et al., 1996], suggestthat phytoplankton growth in the southernRoss Sea is commonly limited by
low concentrationsof dissolved iron (< 0.2 nM) during the
summer,except in the highly stratified,iron-rich watersof the
ice edgeregion,wherediatombloomsoccur. In contrast,ironreplete conditions (~1 nM dissolved Fe) exist during the
bloom period of spring and early summer,as a result of iron

suppliedfrom upwelled bottomwatersand melting sea ice. At
this time Phaeocystis antarctica dominatesthe algal community, apparentlybecausethe small P. antarctica cells are better
adaptedto the poorly stratifiedwater column,in which diatom
growth may be colimited by the availability of light and iron.
We conclude that iron availability and irradiance (controlled
by vertical mixing) exert primary controlson phytoplankton
growth rates, community composition, and algal nutrient
assimilation in the southernRoss Sea during the spring and
summer,thus controllingthe biologicaldrawdownof nutrients
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analytical methodsfor the determinationof copper,cadmium, zinc

and CO2 [Arrigo et al., 1999] and the vertical export of

and nickel in seawater,Anal. Chim. Acta, 105, 233-245, 1979.
Bruland, K. W., J. R. Donat, and D. A. Hutchins, Interactive influences

organiccarbonand opal [Hutchinsand Bruland, 1998] in these
waters.

of bioactivetrace metalson biologicalproductionin oceanicwaters,
Limnol. Oceanogr.,36, 1555-1577, 1991.

However,it is importantto realize that our data represent
observationsfrom only one spring seasonand one summer

Bruland, K. W., K. J. Orians, and J. P. Cowen, Reactive trace metals in
the stratified central North Pacific, Geochim. Cosmochim.Acta, 58,
3171-3182, 1994.

season,one year apart. Significant interannual variations in

physical parameters such as sea ice cover [Arrigo et al.,
Coale, K. H., Effectsof iron, manganese,copper,and zinc enrichments
1998a;Parkinson, 1998] may stronglyaffect the geochemical
on productivity and biomass in the subarctic Pacific, Limnol.
processesin the water column, and it is conceivablethat what
we have interpreted as seasonalvariations in the distribution

Oceanogr.,36, 1851-1864, 1991.

Coale, K. H., et al., A massivephytoplanktonbloom induced by
ecosystem-scaleiron fertilization experiment in the equatorial

of trace metals may to some extent representinterannual
variations. Further field observationsare requiredto verify
that this region is a seasonallyiron-limited ecosystemand to
better understand the relative importance of physical and
chemical forcing on algal growth and communitystructure.
Some of this information will likely be provided by data

Pacific Ocean, Nature, 383, 495-501, 1996a.
Coale, K. H., S. E. Fitzwater, R. M. Gordon, K. S. Johnson,and R. T.

Barber, Control of community growth and export productionby
upwellediron in the equatorialPacific Ocean,Nature, 379, 621-624,
1996b.

Comiso,J. C., C. R. McClain, C. W. Sullivan, J.P. Ryan, and C. L.
Leonard,CoastalZone Color Scannerpigmentconcentrations
in the
SouthernOceanand relationshipsto geophysicalsurfacefeatures,J.
Geophys.Res.,98, 2419-2451, 1993.
Davidson, A. T., and H. J. Marchant, Binding of manganeseby
Antarctic Phaeocystis pouchetii and the role of bacteria in its

collected during the recent U.S.-JGOFS cruises in the Ross

Sea. In addition, it is of interestto investigatethe distribution and nutritional sufficiency of iron in other highly
productive areas of the Antarctic continental shelf, such as
Prydz Bay and the Amundsen,Bellingshausen,and Weddell

release, Marine Biol., 95, 481-487, 1987.

de Baar, H. J. W., J. T. M. de Jong,D.C. E. Bakker,B. M. L6scher,C.
Veth, U. Bathmann, and V. Smetacek, Importance of iron for
plankton blooms and carbon dioxide drawdown in the Southern

Seas.
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